Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Three Spring

English- Writing,
Reading and SPAG

Maths

Science

Computing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stanley’s Stick – imaginative story writing based around drama and mimicking the story
Poetry – Shape poems about mountains
Persuasive writing: - Letters written to the Friends’ Association
Historical settings: The Prince, the Cook and the Cunning King by Terry Deary.
Themes and conventions of reading and writing stories from the past.
Instructions: How to Catch a Gruffalo
Non-chronological reports: Fact File about a Gruffalo
Reading: Recording information from non-fiction texts
Inference: reading between the lines
SPAG: Homophones, prefixes, suffixes, prepositional phrases, extended noun phrases

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ordering measures, reading measures for capacity, length and weight
Recognising right angles in 2D shapes, measuring angles smaller, equal to or larger than a right angle
Fractions of shape, number, ordering fractions and finding equivalent fractions
Formal written methods of all four operations
Properties of 3D shape and making 3D shapes
Counting in multiples of 4,8, 50 and 100
Mental methods for addition and subtraction with money and measures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rocks and Soils
Rock types and how rocks are formed
The properties of rocks and other materials
Permeability of different types of soil
Green plants
Parts of the flower
Seed dispersal
Transportation of water in a plant (roots and stems)

•
•
•
•

Understanding e-safety and the effect of cyber bullying
Using the internet to search safely and introducing the safe search-engine ‘swiggle’
Inputting data and recording information on a spread sheet
Using formulae in spread sheets using excel

Netley Abbey Junior Curriculum Map Year Three Spring

Humanities
(Geography and
History)

RE (Religious
Education)

• The Iron Age: Survival - settlements, tools, weapons, hunting and clothing. Prehistoric timelines, interpreting sources of evidence, Bronze Age artefacts, Iron Age changes and farming.
• Mountains: Locate mountain ranges in different continents and countries. Discuss how mountain land is used for tourism and agriculture, research key facts and information on the Himalayas, the Andes, the Alps and the
Rocky Mountains.

• Christianity: Understand what Easter means to Christians. Discuss the changing emotions during the Easter story
• Judaism: Story of Moses freeing the Israelites from Egypt. Link with modern-day captivity and slavery. What does it mean to be free?

• Mountain Collage: Studying Josie Russell’s collage techniques. Choosing materials of different textures, colours and patterns. Layering and pasting.
• Moving Monsters: Operating and building pneumatic systems. Designing and evaluating a 3D model with a theme and purpose. (Link with Gruffalo fact files)
Art/DT

PE (Physical
Education)

PSHE (Personal,
Socal, Health
Education)

Music:

MFL (Modern
Foreign
Languages)

•
•
•
•

Dance of the Mountain King – looking at themes, expression, levels of movement and sequences of shape.
Football: Ball skills – shooting, dribbling, controlling the ball. Team work.
Gymnatics: Shape and balance.
Netball – shooting, passing, footwork, team work.

• Friends for Life
• Life- bus: Meet the Brain. How major systems in the body work. How our brain sends a message to the muscles in our bodies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding rhythmic notation in African drumming
Understanding 4-bar rhythms
Knowing the names of the African percussion instruments
Learning about rhythm in playing recorder and ukulele
Singing
Plucking and strumming in ukulele
Learning notation on the recorder

• Spanish: Los Números: numbers 12-30, Pollito chicken: singing a popular rhyme, ¿Qué tal? Understanding and communicating feelings, Los Meses y Cumpleaños: months and birthdays

